
                                                                                       

 

 

Megaport Launches Megaport Cloud Router (MCR) 

New Virtual Router Service Enables Layer 3 Connectivity without the Need to Own or 

Manage Physical Routers and Infrastructure 

 

Brisbane, Australia – 22 January 2018 – Megaport Limited (ASX: MP1) ("Megaport"), a global leading 
Network as a Service (NaaS) provider, today announced the launch of Megaport Cloud Router (MCR), a 
virtual router service that enables customers to rapidly and privately connect at Layer 3 without the need 
to own or manage routers or physical infrastructure. By removing administrative and ownership 
complexities, MCR makes it easier for companies to connect to cloud services, expand their service 
footprint through virtual Points of Presence (PoPs), and peer with Ecosystem partners around the world 
without the need to physically deploy network infrastructure.  
 
Highlights: 
 

● Companies that are ‘born in the cloud’ can utilise advanced Internet Protocol routing capabilities 
without the need to own routers or physical infrastructure and maintain their all virtualized 
services. 

● MCR enables cloud to cloud connectivity allowing Megaport customers to move workloads and 
data between Cloud Service Provider (CSP) environments to achieve their optimum cloud 
solution and support hybrid cloud and multicloud architectures. 

● Networks and various service providers can setup virtual PoPs around the world, to interconnect 
and peer with Ecosystem partners, enabling rapid deployment and reduced cost of ownership. 

● Customers can create virtual routers within routing zones around the world to enable global 
coverage and support localised routing decisions. 

● MCR eliminates the need to acquire public IP address space and administer an Autonomous 
System and reduces administrative and operational complexities involved with managing a Layer 
3 network. 

● MCR is fully integrated into the Megaport Software Defined Network (SDN) and provides ease of 
use for configuring Layer 3 connectivity to service providers and locations in the Megaport 
Ecosystem via the Megaportal. 

 
“As a Network as a Service company, it’s imperative that Megaport continues to innovate solutions that 
abstract complexities in the network buying experience,” said Vincent English, Chief Executive Officer, 
Megaport. We’ve moved further up the stack by expanding our SDN’s capabilities to address Layer 3 IP 
routing and support a broader set of customers with varying technical capabilities and business needs. 
With Megaport Cloud Router, there’s no need for a deep understanding of Layer 3 intricacies to take 
advantage of IP routing features. Cloud to cloud connectivity is one of several new use cases unlocked by 
MCR which provides powerful options for enterprises architecting next-generation multicloud and hybrid 
cloud solutions. Our customers can move beyond the constraints of their physical network and rapidly 
establish virtual Points of Presence to unlock unique peering and interconnection opportunities around the 
world. We’re excited to continue innovating new services to address new market segments and empower 
the next phase of cloud and network growth.” 
 
MCR provides cost savings, agility, and secure connectivity without the need for a data centre presence. 
The service provides the ability to connect two or more CSPs for cloud to cloud connectivity, enables 
packet forwarding, and empowers intelligent routing decisions. With MCR, customers can access service 



 

providers within the Megaport Ecosystem at Layer 3, provision dedicated cloud connections to multiple 
CSPs, leverage BGP (Border Gateway Protocol), and take advantage of connecting to new and evolving 
SaaS providers which were traditionally only available on Internet Exchanges.  
 
For more information about Megaport Cloud Router, please visit megaport.com/mcr. 
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About Megaport  
Megaport is the global leading provider of Elastic Interconnection services. Using Software Defined 
Networking (SDN), the Company’s global platform enables customers to rapidly connect their network to 
other services across the Megaport Network. Services can be directly controlled by customers via mobile 
devices, their computer, or our open API. The Company’s extensive footprint in Australia, Asia Pacific, 
North America, and Europe, provides a neutral platform that spans many key data centre providers 
across various markets. 
 
Established in 2013 and founded by Bevan Slattery, Megaport built the world’s first SDN-based Elastic 
Interconnection platform designed to provide the most secure, seamless, and on-demand way for 
enterprises, networks, and services to interconnect. Led by Vincent English, Megaport was built by a 
highly experienced team with extensive knowledge in building large scale global carrier networks and 
connects over 850 customers throughout 185 data centres globally. Megaport is an Alibaba Cloud 
Technology Partner, Oracle Cloud Partner, AWS Technology Partner, Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute 
Partner, Google Cloud Interconnect Partner, and IBM Direct Link Cloud Exchange provider. 
 
Megaport, Virtual Cross Connect, VXC, and MegaIX are registered trademarks of Megaport (Services) 
Pty Ltd ACN 607 432 646. 
 
To learn more about Megaport, please visit: www.megaport.com. 
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